Pegasus bathroom faucet parts diagram

Replacement parts, filters, cartridges and accessories are just a click away. Genuine Moen parts
are designed to extend the life of your faucets. Your Moen faucet or shower head may also work
with specialized parts and accessories for optimal performance. Moen sells thousands of
replacement parts and accessories for thousands of products. It can be confusing trying to
identify the exact item you need, and we want to help by eliminating this confusion. The best
way to figure out what replacement part or accessory you need is if you know the "Model
Number" of your Moen product. Once you know this, the replacement part or accessory can be
identified using the product's "Exploded Parts View" pdf document that can be found on the
product's website page. Generally, our website has this kind of information on products dating
back to approximately For items that may be installed by a builder or plumber, you will find the
model number on the UPC label on the side of your Moen package. But even if your installer,
plumber or you did not keep the package, you can still find your Model Number on the
Instruction Sheet if you've kept this. The instruction sheet looks like this:. If you purchased your
Moen product at a retail store, you will find the Model Number on the side of the box:. Once you
find your Model Number, enter the model number into our Product Finder tool below, or if you
still are unable to locate it, we will help you to locate it with just a few questions with our
Identify My Product tool. Your model number can be found on the box in which your product
was packaged. Sometimes it can be found on the instruction manual included with the product.
If the model number is unavailable, the series number will be helpful when used in conjunction
with the faucet images shown in our replacement part locator. The series number will not be the
exact model number. Once you know your Model Number and find your product on our website,
you will want to locate the "Exploded Parts View" pdf document for the product. You will find
this document listed and linked in our Support area of the product page, like so:. See how to
care for and preserve the finish of your Moen products. Here, you will find general cleaning
instructions and how to remove dried water spots from your Moen faucets. Print guides,
brochures, catalogs, and other information are available for our trade professionals and
builders to download for convenience. Moen Professional. How do I find my "Model Number"?
The instruction sheet looks like this: If you purchased your Moen product at a retail store, you
will find the Model Number on the side of the box: Once you find your Model Number, enter the
model number into our Product Finder tool below, or if you still are unable to locate it, we will
help you to locate it with just a few questions with our Identify My Product tool. Enter name or
model number search products. Find Now How do I find my model number? Where to Find Your
Model Number Your model number can be found on the box in which your product was
packaged. Where to Find Your Serial Number If the model number is unavailable, the series
number will be helpful when used in conjunction with the faucet images shown in our
replacement part locator. Kitchen Faucets. The series number may be stamped on the back side
of the spout, near the base where it swivels on the sink. If you point your spout aerator where
the water comes out so that it is facing the 3 o'clock position, the series number should be
located on the opposite side at the 9 o'clock position. Lavatory Faucets. The series number may
sometimes be found on the underside of the spout. The series number is often found on the
back of the decorative ring located at the bottom of the spout. Don't know your model number?
Identify My Product. Once I have my Model Number, then what? You will find this document
listed and linked in our Support area of the product page, like so: and upon opening this
document, you will find the item numbers and names of all of the parts that make up your
product so you can identify the item you may need for replacement. Don't have all your product
information? Browse all support topics below. Review full product warranties, including Moen's
limited lifetime. Register your product to get technical assistance faster and ensure warranty.
Read questions other Moen customers have asked and find the answers. Thank you! You have
successfully signed up. All are fields required. Email is not valid. Zip code is not valid. Are You
a Moen Owner? Register me! Feedback Close Moen. Website Feedback. Product Support. We
use cookies on this website. We use these cookies to enhance your user experience, improve
the quality of our site, and to show you marketing that is more likely to be relevant to your
interests. We also allow third parties, including our advertising partners, to place cookies on
our websites. By continuing to use this website, you consent to the placement and use of
cookies as described in our Privacy Policy. If you would like to disable the use of all cookies,
including those placed by advertisers, please use your browser's settings to reject cookies on
this site. Join our mailing list! How do you find your faucet stem or handle? It's easy to narrow it
down to a few choices. Simply count the number of splines on the broach. Once you have that
number you can locate your stem or handle by spline count and comparing the picture. If you
still can't find the part your looking for then, Just e-mail a photo of the part to faucetpartsplus
gmail. Oval Broach - Delta, Moen, Mixet. Here is an example:. If you have a 16 point. You can
choose from all of the handles in that catagory. You will only have to change the handle screws

to make them work. We sell Mostly generic faucet parts, Most of these parts have been
discontinued by the original manufacturer. The manufacturer names are only for reference to
help find the proper replacement parts. The manufacturer names are trademarks of those
companies. Use the search navigator to locate your parts easily. Just type in the part
manufacturer name or OEM part number. All Rights Reserved. Built with Volusion. Quick Links.
Your shopping cart is empty. Here is an example: If you have a 16 point. Today's Super Deal!
Top Sellers. New Products. About Us. Become an Affiliate. Privacy Policy. Send Us Feedback.
Please see carrier website for more information. We can help! Show us your parts! Known for
durability and unparalleled quality, Glacier Bay is the brand to trust with your home faucet
needs. Chicago Faucet Shoppe has all the Glacier Bay faucets replacement parts you could
need for your home, all at a value price. We carry a wide range of Glacier Bay faucet repair
parts. Further, the Glacier Bay single lever ceramic cartridge is a durable and easy-to-install
replacement part that might also save you a bit on your water bill when installed properly. On
top of the unbeatable quality and bargain price offered by the Glacier Bay brand, Glacier Bay
parts are also usable on faucets that normally require a Pegasus cartridge and valves and vice
versa, giving you greater versatility and usability. Site Search. Top Manufacturers. Top
Categories. Shoppe Our Merch! Toggle navigation. Call Us Today! Glacier Bay Faucet Parts
Known for durability and unparalleled quality, Glacier Bay is the brand to trust with your home
faucet needs. Find by Brand Glacier Bay 8. Pegasus is a manufacturer of plumbing products
that add a touch of luxury to every home. Their range of products includes faucets, sinks,
toilets, vanities, bath hardware, bath storage, showerheads and sinks. Pegasus faucets are
renowned for their smooth finish and durability. All faucets manufactured by Pegasus feature a
mix of beautiful finish and contemporary styling. View All Pegasus Products. Indulge in the
remarkable style of Pegasus , for your kitchen or bath. Pegasus products include their signature
faucets, along with distinctive bath accessories and furniture, vanities, mirrors, pedestal sinks,
toilets and kitchen sinks. Designs range from the timeless and traditional to the sleek and
contemporary. Look closely at any Pegasus product and you'll see how their high standards are
carried through every detail. You see it in the rich luster of their finishes. You feel it in the
weight of our Roman Tub faucets. You'll notice it in extra touches like how our tub spouts come
with decorative escutcheons, or how our shower faucets come with uniquely styled
showerheads. Faucet Depot carries a great selection of Pegasus Vanity Furniture for that will be
the focal point of your bathroom. Popular Pegasus vanity models include: Naples Vanity :
Enveloped in a warm cinnamon finish, and accented with black birdcage style hardware, this
fully assembled 36 In. Gazette Vanity : The Gazette Collection has an alluring blend of traditional
and modern influences. Carrabelle Vanity : Vanity furniture features include beaded door panels
and hidden hinges for cottage-style appearance as well as hidden, adjustable euro-style hinges
and adjustable leg-levelers for installation on uneven floors. Estates Vanity : The Pegasus
Estates vanity collection gives traditional bath furniture the added benefit of functionality.
Estates vanities feature a hidden, fully-extendable storage drawer, and features adjustable
leg-levelers to allow for use on uneven floors. The Estates vanity in rich mahogany finish
includes an Imperial Brown granite top and undermount lavatory sink. Shop all Pegasus
Vanities. When you choose a Pegasus faucet you can be confident that the highest quality of
artistry and design has been carefully crafted. Available in brushed nickel, satin chrome,
chrome polished brass and other specialty finishes, Pegasus faucets make a statement where
ever they are in your home. Select a sink to add zest and to complete your room. Designed to
please the most discerning taste, Pegasus sinks and vessels are a timeless addition to any
setting. Form and function are artfully merged to provide the ideal product whether for your
bath, bar or kitchen. Combine elegance and sophistication to your bathroom with a Pegasus
toilet. Designed with aesthetic beauty, but engineered to meet functional demands, Pegasus
toilets provide a sophisticated style to your bath environment. Are You a Pro? Pegasus Faucets
Pegasus is a manufacturer of plumbing products that add a touch of luxury to every home.
Kitchen Sinks. Kitchen Accessories. Bathroom Accessories. Bathroom Fixtures. Plumbing Parts
and Supplies. Featured Products. Search Pegasus Search. Pegasu
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s faucets are available in a variety of finishes, such as pearl nickel, brass, chrome or Venetian
bronze. The most popular Pegasus faucets are the dual handle ones, as they allow you to
control the temperature of the water perfectly. Pegasus Indulge in the remarkable style of
Pegasus , for your kitchen or bath. Pegasus Vanity Furniture Faucet Depot carries a great
selection of Pegasus Vanity Furniture for that will be the focal point of your bathroom. Shop all

Pegasus Vanities Pegasus Gazette Vanity Pegasus Faucets When you choose a Pegasus faucet
you can be confident that the highest quality of artistry and design has been carefully crafted.
Click for More Info. Pegasus Gazette Vanity. Pegasus Faucets When you choose a Pegasus
faucet you can be confident that the highest quality of artistry and design has been carefully
crafted. Pegasus Sinks Select a sink to add zest and to complete your room. Pegasus Toilets
Combine elegance and sophistication to your bathroom with a Pegasus toilet.

